
CSIndicators: Get tailored climate indicators for applications in your sector  

H I G H L I G H T S  

• CSIndicators aims for flexible computation of climate-related indicators. 
• Functions are named by the applied algebraic equation and allow time period selection to tailor the indicator. 
• This package is intended for sub-seasonal, seasonal and decadal climate predictions, but its methods are also applicable to other scales. 
• Its compatible with CSTools enables the full climate forecast post-processing (e.g.: bias adjustment and downscaling). 
• The vignettes attached to the software package are key pieces of documentation to showcase the use of the package.   
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A B S T R A C T   

CSIndicators is an R package that gathers generalised methods for the flexible computation of climate-related 
indicators. Each method represents a specific mathematical approach which is combined with the possibility 
of selecting a flexible time period to define the indicator. This enables a wide range of possibilities for tailoring 
indicators to sectorial climate service applications. This package is intended for sub-seasonal, seasonal and 
decadal climate predictions, but its methods are also applicable to other time scales. Additionally, this package is 
compatible with the CSTools R package for climate forecast post-processing.   

1. Introduction 

The urgent need for robust climate change adaptation and mitigation 
strategies, including the improvement of climate risk management, has 
triggered the development of climate services in recent years. Climate 
services products have to be customised based on the available scientific 
knowledge and user-specific information needs. Choosing the appro-
priate data sources (such as climate observations, forecasts and pro-
jections), the most suitable tools, and appealing visualisations is key to 
tailor climate products to each sectoral application. While data access is 
granted by initiatives like the Climate Data Store (CDS) from the 
Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), climate services tools are 
scattered in the scientific community and are usually devoted to specific 
analyses. Strategic and consistent development of climate services tools 
is thus a major need to profit from the number of available datasets. 

One pathway to tailor climate services products to each sectoral 
application is through the definition of climate indicators. A climate 
indicator is an aggregation or combination of climatic variable(s) that 
captures climate change and variability or its impact on a specific 
application. From a climate sciences perspective, the Expert Team on 
Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) defined a set of 27 core 
indicators (Karl et al., 1999; Peterson et al., 2001). However, for sectoral 
applications (e.g. energy, agriculture, tourism, health, insurance, or lo-
gistics; White et al., 2017), climate indicators are adapted to specific 
needs. For instance, in the agricultural sector, the frost day indicator can 

be reinterpreted by changing the threshold from 0 ◦C to the temperature 
that damages the plant leaf (Rozante et al., 2020). Climate indicators 
have been exploited for observed and predicted climate research. To 
bridge the gap between research and services, climate indicators tools 
become essential to change the focus toward the user needs and activ-
ities that allow capacity building (Bojovic et al., 2021). 

Existing software allows for the calculation of some climate in-
dicators either for specific climate sources or specific sectors. Some ex-
amples are: the Earth System Model Evaluation Tool (ESMValTool) for 
the CMIP5 and CMIP6 analysis of extreme events (Weigel et al., 2021); 
R-based packages (R Core Team, 2022) such as climdex.pcic (Bronaugh, 
2020) and climInd (Reig-Gracia et al., 2021) for computing a variety of 
indicators based on in-situ observations; or sector-specific software 
packages such as the Clisagri package (Ceglar et al., 2020) for the 
agriculture sector or the MVSE package (Obolski et al., 2019) for the 
health sector. 

Here we present the Climate Services Indicators (CSIndicators) R 
package, which is based on the research expertise in sub-seasonal to 
decadal climate predictions at the Earth Sciences Department of the 
Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC) and the interactions with 
stakeholders from diverse socioeconomic sectors. To our knowledge, 
CSIndicators is the first software intended to cover the earlier- 
mentioned gap between climate research and climate services under 
the premise of satisfying any sector requiring indicators based on sub- 
seasonal to decadal climate forecasts. At the same time, CSIndicators 
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should be compatible with other packages available in the services 
community (i.e. CSTools, Pérez-Zanón et al., 2022) that allow 
post-processing sub-seasonal to decadal climate forecasts. Furthermore, 
this software benefits from multiApply (BSC-CNS et al., 2021) to parallel 
computing and it is compatible with startR (Manubens et al., 2022) for 
big data processing and verification and assessment R packages (e.g.: 
s2dverification; Manubens et al., 2018; s2dv; BSC-CNS et al., 2022, 
SpecsVerification; Siegert, 2020). The next section presents an overview 
of the software and its documentation. Final remarks are listed in section 
3, highlighting the continuous development plans for the tool. 

2. CSIndicators overview 

Considering the objectives of CSIndicators, the software is built on 
multiple separated functionalities. This provides flexibility to combine 
them to follow specific requirements even in combination with other 
tools. Three main groups of functions can be distinguished in the 
package:  

1. indicators, functions that calculate an indicator;  
2. transformations, functions that process the data to obtain required 

information such as thresholds; and  
3. formatting, helper functions to format the data, for instance, by 

merging forecast data and reference data for a blending analysis (see 
Chou et al., 2023). 

All functionalities follow the development guidelines of CSTools 
package. That is, functionalities are made of functions at three nested 
levels: the most basic one or atomic function performs specific calcula-
tions using the minimum required data, this function is not exposed to 
the user; the level above parallelises the computation of the atomic 
function by using multiApply package, the user should provide multi- 
dimensional arrays with named dimensions as data input; the last 
level is built on a function working on s2dv_cube objects which are 
meant to keep data and metadata in a single object to ensure data 
provenance at each stage of the analysis. To distinguish between the last 
two levels of this nested structure, the ‘CST_’ prefix is added to the 
functions working on s2dv_cube objects. Further details on this design 
and guidelines are provided in Pérez-Zanón et al. (2022). 

Currently, there are 13 functionalities included in CSIndicators 
version 0.0.2, 7 of them to compute Indicators and the others are helper 
functions (Table S1). To satisfy any sector that requires climate in-
dicators, the functions calculating these indicators have been named by 
the description of the output they return. Next, we describe how one of 
these functions can be used for a specific application in the agricultural 
sector using the retrospective (hindcast) seasonal climate forecast. 

The Spring Total Precipitation (sprR) is one of the important 
bioclimatic indicators for the wine sector (Dell’Aquila et al., 2022). 
Given its definition (for the northern hemisphere), the total (or accu-
mulated) precipitation from the 21st of April to the 21st of June, the 
required function is CST_PeriodAccumulation. This function requires an 
s2dv_cube object and, optionally, the arguments start, end, time_dim, 
na.rm and ncores. The s2dv_cube is made at least of an $data element 
that stores the daily total precipitation in a multi-dimensional array with 
named dimensions. This structure is useful to manipulate seasonal 
climate forecasts because the data is well organised. Typically, the array 
has at least the start date dimension in which initialisations of several 
years are organised, the ensemble member dimension, for the different 
runs of the forecasts system, the forecast time (called ‘ftime’) dimension 
and the spatial dimensions (i.e., longitude and latitude). Note that these 
dimensions can be in any order. The approach to obtain the aforemen-
tioned structure using CST_Load from CSTools or other R-packages was 
documented in Pérez-Zanón et al. (2022). 

Considering the seasonal climate forecast initialised in April and that 
the typical length of a run is 215 days, the forecast time dimension that 
stores the time series needs to be temporally subsetted. The $Dates 

element of the s2dv_cube object contains dates for each forecast time 
and CST_PeriodAccumulation function will subset the input data with 
the start and end parameters provided. So, all the required parameters to 
execute the function are known as below.  

CST_PeriodAccumulation(data = described_s2dv_cube,                                

start = c(21, 4),                                                                                       

end = c(21, 6),                                                                                       

time_dim = ‘ftime’)                                                                               

The function returns an s2dv_cube object in which its new $data 
element contains the sprR indicator for all grid points, members and 
initialisations in a data array. Furthermore, the other two arguments can 
be optionally tuned: the na.rm to decide whether to return a missing 
value when the forecast times have a missing value (FALSE) or to obtain 
results by neglecting NA values (TRUE); and the ncores argument to 
parallelise in the set number of cores. 

To conclude this example, Fig. 1 shows a possible product for the 
sprR for the western Iberian Peninsula (10◦W-º0◦E, 35◦N-40◦N) by using 
CSTools to bias adjust and visualise the output, CSIndicators to compute 
sprR and s2dv to calculate the fair Rank Probability Skill Score (fRPSS; 
code in the supplementary material). The SEAS5 forecast (Johnson et al., 
2019) initialised on the 1st of April, 2022 shows a probability of 65% 
being below normal values (i.e. below 54.3 mm) matching the observed 
tercile from ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) with a positive skill score. 

An analogous design is followed by the rest of the functions 
computing indicators but with a few differences: some functions are 
expected to apply calculations over a period like in the example above 
which returns total precipitation values. Others allow to count occur-
rences under conditional threshold(s) and one function allows to set a 
minimum spell length. All these cases are independent of the variable 
being analysed and the temporal frequency of the data. Therefore, the 
same function could be used to obtain different indicators or to create 
new indicators by tailoring the parameters to each application (e.g., 
different varieties of crops may have different phenological cycles 
considering different periods). Table S1 includes some examples of 
known bioclimatic indicators that can be obtained with the current 
functions. The function naming conventions reduce the number of 
functionalities while preserving the flexibility needed by climate 
applications. 

Note that the development strategy of CSIndicators is open to 
including functionalities with more restrictions. That is the case of the 
functions for the wind energy sector, CST_WindCapacityFactor and 
CST_WindPowerDensity whose inputs are instantaneous (or high fre-
quency) wind speeds. 

Some climate indicators require using more than one function, such 
as those based on thresholds that need to be calculated in advance. To 
facilitate the usage, apart from the user manual describing each function 
individually (including inputs, output, arguments and examples), there 
are extra pieces of documentation called vignettes aimed to explain, step 
by step, how to obtain some specific climate indicators. Currently, there 
are 2 vignettes, one for the agricultural sector and a second one for the 
wind energy sector. 

3. Final remarks 

CSIndicators and its compatibility with other tools have already 
successfully led to agricultural services (Chou et al., 2023) and wind 
energy applications (Lledó et al., 2019). New indicators will be added 
following the naming conventions. Table S1 includes potential func-
tionalities for future releases based on the well-known climate indicators 
found in the literature although others, that may be defined in collab-
oration with social scientists, users and stakeholders, are desired as well. 
As an example, the malaria indicator vignette for the health sector is 
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currently under development. All developments are based on software 
development best practices including branch strategy and unit testing. 

CSIndicators is publicly available on CRAN https://CRAN.R-project. 
org/package=CSIndicators and a GitLab repository https://earth.bsc. 
es/gitlab/es/csindicators. 
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
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